Norway - A magical Kosher Holiday
in the breathtaking Fjords

Dates:
26.06- 03.07
03.07- 10.07
10.07- 17.07
17.07- 24.07
14.08- 21.08
21.08- 28.08

Guides:
Asher Krimolovsky
Eitan Omer
Meir Schwartz

A Magical Holiday in the Norwegian pristine nature valley Glatt Kosher- supervised by Rabbi
Yecheskel Seinfeld – Bnei Brak
From Oslo to the Great fjords of Norway you will be spending a great summer vacation with
spectacular views at a Kosher Holiday getaway.
Royal Hospitality and high-class hiking in the town of Geilo
A collection of the best traditional routes in Norway
Location: Geilo, a beautiful town in the center of Norway, a prestigious vacation site
More info can be found here: www.havsdalsgrenda.no

Amenities include a swimming pool, gym and sauna. Rich delicious Glatt kosher meals prepared
by an Israeli chef with an Israeli pâtissier.
Each chalet has a living room, kitchen and several bedrooms. A central dining room is adjacent
to the chalets.

Tour itinerary
Day 1

Flight and arrival to Oslo. Depart towards the town Geilo, about 3.5 hour bus tour in
fantastic breathtaking views. Reception and dinner.

Day 2

A trip to the capital of all fjords the city of Bergen – afterwards we shall travel
through the town of Wass to the city of Bregan, cross the blue fjords at the new

suspension bridge, visit the Old city Briggen - the Hansa quarter, will tour the fish
market and ascend up via Funicular to Mount Flavin where we will have a beautiful
panoramic view, from there off to Troll forest. For those that are fit, we will descend
down from the mountain summit to the fish market down below. The day trips
today are of longer duration than usual. At day end Back to Geilo for dinner.
Day 3

We will take a trip to the resort town of Geilo and to the town of Hall - we will ride
the cable car up to the heights of the Geilo ski resort for an extraordinary view of
the Geilo Valley and the Geilo Mountains. Then we are off for a beautifully walk in
the Norwegian forests. We will tour the site where animals are returned back to
nature - We will feed the northern deer, wolves and foxes. Get to know the wild
reindeer – an exceptional experience! In the afternoon we will return to Geilo for
dinner.

Day 4

Day trip to Flam area. Traveling to Mustard on the Flamsbana railway - an
engineering marvel alongside spectacular waterfalls and magical valleys. Then back
to Flam for a cruise aboard one of the beautiful fjords of Norway - the Neorfjord,
which is on UNESCO's World Heritage List. We will return to Geilo via route 50 which
traverses some of the most picturesque landscapes in Norway. A fantasy day in one
of the most beautiful sites in the world.

Day 5

(Friday) A trip to the Hemsedal ridge for a walk about a moon-like backdrop in a
sub-arctic landscape, a tour and a hike across a very narrow bridge over the
Hemsedal waterfalls. Then we shall travel to the town of Gol for fine Norwegian
shopping. In the afternoon we shall travel back for preparations for Shabbat.
Candle lighting, Mincha, Kabbalat Shabbat and a festive Shabbat Friday night meal.

Day 6

Shabbat Tefilot (Prayers), meals – walking tour and relaxation.

Day 7

A train ride to Pinsa - the Blue Ice Mountain. Walking tour for two group categories:
Moderate: We will travel to the Nigardsbreen jostedal glacier. A 4 km hike amid
Glacier Rivers, bridges and snow puddles towards the glacier for a total of 8 km
back and forth.
(Suggested Equipment: mountain footwear, warm clothing: hat, warm coat, hiking
pols, drinking water)
Easy: To the snow-rivers; crossing a suspension bridge and off to the Pinsa ridge
for a spectacular view of the glacier - a heights enthusiast dream-come-true.
Return to Geilo by train

Day 8

Early trip to Oslo. embark on a tour of the city of Oslo - we will walk from the Palace
of Kings through The main avenue - Carl Gata. We will pass the university, the
Norwegian Parliament, the National Theater and the Opera House and we will reach

the Fjord Hill Oslo, and the impressive city hall where the Nobel Peace Prize is
awarded annually. At the end of the tour departure from Oslo to Israel.



Tour order will be finalized by tour guides in accordance with prevailing weather conditions.
Expect changes. Our tour guides: Meir Schwartz, Asher Krimolovsky, Eitan Omer
E&OE - Errors and omissions excepted

The price includes
• Direct flights
• Port taxes and fuel charges (Correct to date of offer, the price of the package is subject to
change based on fuel charges or tax changes)
• An experienced Hebrew speaking Megalim-Olam tour guides along with the required local
guides
• Weekdays - Half board; Shabbat Full board - Sandwiches for lunch. Kosher Mehadrin.
• Entrances to sites as detailed in the itinerary (conditional on purchase of separate trippackage purchase)
• Air-conditioned tour bus
• Delicious meals prepared by an Israeli chef.
The price does not include
• Health and baggage insurance
• Extra meals not included in the price
• Gratuity charge; 4 € per day per person for service personnel
• Gratuity for Hebrew speaking tour guides

Come Join us,
Etzion – Megalim Olam
Office:
09-7711711
Fax:
09-7742508
Etzion68@gmail.com
www.megalim-olam.com

